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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to present the Brazilian version of the instrument APQ (Adolescent Psychotherapy Q-Set), including its translation and initial adaptation, followed by the construction of psychotherapy prototypes for psychoanalytic and cognitive-behavioral approaches. A total of 10 psychoanalytic and 10 cognitive-behavioral therapists were asked to classify the APQ items in relation to relevance to their theoretical model. Data were analyzed with factor analysis. The extraction of two factors explained 48.07% of the total variance. The Cronbach’s alpha for the psychoanalytic factor was 0.85 and for the cognitive-behavioral factor, 0.86. The former presented factor loadings ranging from .61 to .73, whilst the latter from .49 to .80. The prototypes were developed through linear regression calculations of each APQ item’s contribution to each of the factors. It was observed that the two prototypes adequately discriminated psychoanalytic and cognitive behavioral approaches, indicating that the APQ is an appropriate tool for research in psychotherapy.
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Systematic reviews on the results of psychotherapy have proven the positive impact of psychotherapeutic treatments, indicating evidence of effectiveness and therapeutic efficacy associated with different means of intervention of different theoretical approaches. These studies show that researches in psychotherapy have gone a long way on demonstrating their effectiveness, and contemporary issues turn to process studies, aimed at identifying the various active ingredients of the various forms of psychotherapy (Crits-Christoph, Gibbons & Mukherjee, 2013; Kazdin, 2007; Shedler, 2010).

The research in psychoanalytic psychotherapy has advanced considerably in the recent decades (Levy, Ablon & Kächele, 2012). Midgley and Kennedy
(2011) state that, initially, researches in psychoanalytic psychotherapy were viewed as having gaps in scientific evidence regarding the effectiveness of the interventions. However, in recent decades there has been a growing increase in the number of researches on psychoanalytic psychotherapy with positive evidence over the interventions (Critz-Christoph et al., 2013; Shedler, 2010). However, there is still only a small number of works focusing on childhood and adolescence (Midgley & Kennedy, 2011; Tonge, Pullen, Hughes & Beaufoy, 2009), mainly focused on describing processes and therapeutic results in order to answer why and how psychotherapy works, considering the identification of elements involved in the therapeutic change in different clinical cases and age groups (Midgley, 2008).

Still, this area of research needs to be expanded, mainly through systematic studies aimed at understanding the active elements of therapeutic change. To accomplish this, this goal’s central axis would be the development of techniques and tools to evaluate the characteristics of the therapeutic process.

Considering the aspects of improvement in psychotherapy studies in childhood and adolescence based on systematic evaluation of the therapeutic process, this paper presents the Brazilian version of the APQ instrument (Adolescent Psychotherapy Q-Set, Bychkova, Hillman, Midgley, & Schneider, 2011; Calderón, 2014). The APQ allows the study of the psychotherapeutic process by identifying how change happens throughout the process, pointing out the mechanisms of action of therapeutic models regarding actions and behaviors of the therapist, the patient and the interaction between them. Thus, the instrument enables the development of researches focusing on factors associated with change in different outlines of psychotherapy research. Thus, through this article we intend to contribute to the improvement and consolidation of psychotherapy research, nationally.

**Adolescent Psychotherapy Q-Set**

The APQ originated from the PQS (Psychotherapy Process Q-Set, Jones, 1985), an instrument based on the Q-sort method for investigating the characteristic features of therapeutic models. According to Levy, Ablon and Kächele (2012), the use of the instrument has an important characteristic, which is to ensure the depth and complexity of the case analysis, a fundamental premise in psychoanalytic research, while systematically generating empirical data.

The PQS has been validated in Brazil by Serralta, Nunes and Eizirik (2007), and was developed to facilitate the understanding of how change happens in the therapeutic process, pointing out the mechanisms of action of both the therapist and the patient. The instrument has been used on studies on the therapeutic process of different psychotherapies, predictors of the results of psychotherapies, the specifics of the treatment phases and determination of treatments prototypes.

In the last decade, the PQS has been adapted for use with children, Child Process Q-Set (CPQ) (Schneider & Jones, 2004) and adolescents, Adolescent Psychotherapy Q-Set (Bychkova et al., 2011, Calderón, 2014). Like the PQS, the APQ has 100 session description items. These items were developed to avoid that the session evaluators incur inferences or theoretical judgments, allowing greater validity and reliability. There are statements about the mechanisms of action of the therapist and of the patient, as well as the interaction between them in therapy sessions. However, despite the instrument’s intended neutrality with regard to any particular psychotherapy theory, including the description of a wide range of events, interventions, and processes that occur during psychotherapy, the descriptions also allow a comprehensive analysis of what occurs in the session based on different theoretical approaches. For example, Item 90- dreams or fantasies are discussed-, relates to a psychoanalytic approach. But Item 49- There is discussion of specific activities or tasks for the patient to try outside the session-, is more relevant on a cognitive-behavioral approach. Still, these aspects may be present in any therapy, with greater or lesser importance. The authors also point out that although the APQ is based predominantly on descriptions of the psychoanalytic and cognitive-behavioral approaches, there are also descriptions of some emerging psychotherapy methods such as Mentalization and Interpersonal (Bychkova et al., 2011).

The evaluated unit is the whole therapeutic session, recorded or filmed. The evaluation of items is based on the Q-Sort method, and is carried out by judges who are independent and trained in the use of the instrument. More specifically, the Q-Sort method is a set of statements about a particular topic (may include figures) which the subjects must rate, ranging from +5 (total agreement with the statement) to -5 (total disagreement). More specifically in the APQ, as well as in PQS and CPQ, the items are distributed on a continuum from the least characteristic (category 1) to the most characteristic (category 9). The distribution
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of the items in each category is fixed so as to maintain compliance with the standard curve.

After evaluation of the sessions, the responses of different judges (assessors) are sorted and compared, requiring the value of 0.7 in the correlation between the answers in order to obtain a reliability index in the evaluation. Thus, more or less protruding items of the session are identified, both in relation to the patient, the therapist, and the interaction. These analyses enable descriptive interpretations of the sessions and also the extraction of factors that help identify patterns of interaction in the process, and factors that identify similarities between responses. Therefore, the purpose of the evaluation of the therapeutic session is to complete, in a systematic way, a description of the process which can be applied in comparative, or pre and post-test surveys. Similarly, this measure has been used in unique case designs and randomized clinical trials in varied intervention models (Ablon, Levy, & Smith-Hansen, 2011).

Other possible studies based on the use of the instrument is the development of descriptive models or prototypes for treatments, which do not refer to a specific case, but to an ideal description of how the therapeutic process occurs in a given approach. Meaning that based on the instrument items, one can create a prototype or ideal model of therapy session, according to the assessments of experts on different theoretical approaches. Thus, the assessments of a specific process of a case can be correlated with an ideal prototype of psychotherapeutic approach, checking whether or not there was adherence to the model. Thus, the development of prototypes increases the possibility of analysis of the therapeutic process, since beside the specific mechanisms of action of the investigated case, we can see how much the therapy corresponded to the proposed theoretical approach (Bychkova et al., 2011; Serralta et al., 2007). In the study of Serralta, Pole, Nunes, Eizirik and Olsen (2010) on a case of brief psychoanalytic psychotherapy it was soon observed that certain patient's symptoms were related to the therapist's adherence to either the psychodynamic or the cognitive model throughout the sessions. The implication of the interaction characteristics between patient and therapist due to his diagnosis depending on the psychotherapeutic technique raises an important issue in the process' studies.

In the study on the first development and evaluation of the psychometric properties of the APQ, which was developed in the Anna Freud Centre (Bychkova et al., 2011; Calderón, 2014), the clinical relevance of the instrument was established with the contribution of 18 psychotherapists from different countries and different theoretical approaches. In this study, they developed prototypes for psychotherapy with adolescents in both the cognitive-behavioral and psychoanalytic approaches, and also the therapeutic models for psychotherapy based on imagery and psychodynamics. Each prototype corresponded to their respective theoretical model, indicating that the instrument differentiated the major characteristics of each therapeutic action.

Recognizing the importance of developing instruments aimed at the study of the therapeutic process, the purpose of this article is to present the Brazilian version of the instrument Adolescent Psychotherapy Q-Set (APQ), starting with describing the translation and adaptation process, taking into account the Brazilian linguistic and cultural context. Secondly, we discuss the primary analysis of validity of the instrument's content through the construction of adolescence psychotherapeutic treatment prototypes both in the psychoanalytic and the cognitive-behavioral approach.

**Method**

This study was conducted in a two-step process. The first was the translation and cultural adaptation of the instrument, originally written in English. Secondly, the adolescence psychotherapy prototypes were developed under the perspective of psychoanalytic and cognitive-behavioral approaches as recommended by psychologists and psychiatrists who work with adolescents in these areas.

**Step 1: Translation and Adaptation**

First, we requested authorization to the authors of the instrument to formulate the Brazilian version of the APQ instrument. Once permission was obtained, we started the adaptation of the instrument, seeking to comply with the appropriate language standards such as semantic equivalence, relevance and adequacy of meaning, considering the social and cultural characteristics between English and Portuguese languages (Borsa & Banner, 2014; Cassepp-Borges, Balbinotti & Theodore, 2010). Thus, the translation has been through the following steps: a) translation of the APQ instrument by two bilingual translators; b) evaluation by professionals, c) back-translation by bilingual translator; d) submission of the instrument's version to the author, e) finalizing
the Portuguese version, f) verifying instrument content validity in the psychoanalytical approach by developing an initial prototype of adolescence psychoanalytic psychotherapy.

The English version of the translation was done by a professional with proficiency in English and certified by a bilingual professional, both with degrees in psychology. After this first translation, all items were discussed between the research group and the translators. The first Portuguese version was then discussed with two clinical psychologists and four psychology graduate students to identify the idiomatic expressions present in the Brazilian cultural context. Some peculiarities were found, since words in Portuguese have gender, a characteristic absent in the English language, so we opted for neutrality whenever possible.

The aspects that required further analysis and discussion referred to the adaptation of items containing idioms, slang and words that are rarely used in Portuguese. On these occasions, we sought the most approximate translation, with the greater significance in relation to the original. Here are some examples of items that were more modified as a result of the sociocultural adaptation. For example, the English word “date” meaning a romantic encounter would be literary translated as “flerte” (flirtation). This expression, however, is no longer in everyday use and was replaced by “paquera” (item 77). Another item that caused difficulty when translated into Portuguese was the expression “sense of agency”. In the first version, this word was translated as “agenciamento” (agencying). In the final version, after a group discussion, we chose the word “empreendedorismo” (entrepreneurship) to better communicate the idea of development/action (item 28). After this, the instrument was back-translated to English and the new version was sent to the authors. This version was approved by the authors without any recommendation to modify items. After the authors’ approval we elaborated the final version of the instrument.

Development of prototypes
To develop the adolescence psychotherapy prototypes, 10 therapists with psychoanalytical orientation and 10 therapists with cognitive-behavioral orientation were asked to answer the items in the APQ, classifying their relevance or characteristic with regard to their own theoretical model, in addition to some issues of their professional training. We made contact over e-mail, and the therapists were selected based on convenience and expertise in the area. The questions and the instrument were self-administered and were organized and distributed using the Google Docs® tool. This tool allows one to edit forms and distribute virtually and with confidentiality. All responses were coded and typed into the SPSS software, version 19.

Participants
The sample of professionals with psychoanalytical orientation consisted of 10 participants with an average age of M = 42 years (SD = 11.86). Nine professionals (90%) specialize in the area, and five have doctorates (50%). The average clinical experience is M = 17 years (SD = 10.60) of work. The sample of cognitive-behavioral orientation was comprised of 10 professionals with an average age of M = 34 years (SD = 7.90). All the professionals have expertise in the area, four have doctorates (40%), and 1 (10%) has a postdoc. The average clinical experience is M = 9.7 (SD = 6.92) years of work.

Instruments
Socio-demographic data and professional experience - The file contained information such as gender, age, education and professional performance, and extent of experience in the profession.

Adolescent Psychotherapy Q-Set (APQ, Bychkova et al, 2011; Calderón, 2014) - The instrument is an adaptation of the PQS (Jones, 1985) and CPQ (Schneider & Jones, 2004). It consists of 100 items covering different therapist characteristics (n = 40), adolescent (n = 30) and the interaction between them (n = 30), describing observable behaviors or clear linguistic markers, so as to avoid inferential categorizations. The items are presented as individual cards or in an Excel file, composed by item or a descriptive statement, followed by illustrative examples. The cards are reviewed by the evaluators and arranged in a row of nine categories. At one end are placed the cards that the evaluator believes are the most characteristic (category 9), with respect to their understanding of the material. At the other end, the evaluator puts those cards believed to be the least characteristic (category 1) with regard to the description. Other categories follow in a continuum to the center, where the neutral cards are laid (not outstanding in that session). The categories are as follows: categories 9 and 1 (5 cards), Category 2 and 8 (8 cards) categories 7 and 3 (12 cards), categories 6 and 4 (16 cards) and category 5 (18 cards). This way a normal distribution of answers is forced.
Data analysis- The reliability of the instrument was obtained by calculating Cronbach’s alpha. The prototypes have been created considering the Q-technique method, that permits the analysis of opinion segments, highlighting similarities and differences (Bambery, Porcerelli, & Ablon, 2007). The factors result from the correlation between the data from a smaller number of participants and a significant number of items. To perform this type of analysis it is required to transpose the data, and so the therapists become the items. This strategy correlates a large number of items, but a small number of subjects. After analyzing the main components, we used the Varimax rotation to determine the extraction of two factors. Finally, a linear regression calculation is carried out for each item, identifying their contribution to the model.

Results and discussion

The responses of ten psychoanalytic psychotherapists and ten psychodynamic on 100 APQ items formed the database to be analyzed. To perform the calculation of the prototypes by Q-technique method the database was inverted and the participant therapists became items. Thus, there was a large number of items, but a small number of subjects. The Cronbach’s alpha scale of items relating to the psychoanalytic orientation participants was 0.85 and to the participants of cognitive-behavioral orientation it was 0.86. The principal component analysis, using Varimax rotation and forcing a solution to two factors presented a KMO of 0.81 and the Bartlett test, $c^2 = 1369.11$, p <0.000. The two factors explained 48.07% of the total variance. The first factor bundled participants of psychoanalytic orientation with factor loadings ranging from .61 to .73. In turn, the second factor referred to the participants of cognitive-behavioral orientation and presented factor loadings ranging from .49 to .80. Table 1 shows the factor loadings for each factor.

After extraction of the two factors through linear regression the contribution scores were calculated for each of the 100 APQ items for each of the factors, identifying the items that are more and less important to the model. Tables 2 and 3 show the scores of each of the items in the factors in the psychoanalytic prototype and in the cognitive-behavioral prototype.

The analysis of the most relevant items of the psychoanalytic psychotherapy prototype for adolescents pointed to the following model characteristics. The therapist’s action is through a non-critical and neutral position (items 81, 21) when facing the material brought by the adolescent (item 18). The adolescent’s defenses are pointed out when the therapist works the feelings that are considered unacceptable (item 50), as well as repetitive patterns (item 62), highlighting the role or past behavior situations (item 92), dreams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Factor 1 Cognitive Behavioral Prototype</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Factor 2 Psychoanalytical Prototype</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive 1</td>
<td>.672</td>
<td>Psychoanalytic 1</td>
<td>.610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive 2</td>
<td>.540</td>
<td>Psychoanalytic 2</td>
<td>.609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive 3</td>
<td>.720</td>
<td>Psychoanalytic 3</td>
<td>.666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive 4</td>
<td>.550</td>
<td>Psychoanalytic 4</td>
<td>.623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive 5</td>
<td>.679</td>
<td>Psychoanalytic 5</td>
<td>.763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive 6</td>
<td>.800</td>
<td>Psychoanalytic 6</td>
<td>.684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive 7</td>
<td>.683</td>
<td>Psychoanalytic 7</td>
<td>.632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive 8</td>
<td>.490</td>
<td>Psychoanalytic 8</td>
<td>.635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive 9</td>
<td>.637</td>
<td>Psychoanalytic 9</td>
<td>.730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive 10</td>
<td>.738</td>
<td>Psychoanalytic 10</td>
<td>.602</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
Factor loading of the rotated components from the analysis of the main APQ components

Extraction Method: Main Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization
and fantasies of the adolescent (item 90). At the same time, there is special attention to the development and maintenance of the therapeutic alliance, exemplified by the care when faced with intense feelings or impulses (items 37 and 47) and facing the feelings on pauses, interruptions or termination of psychotherapy (items 75). The therapist also highlights the characteristic way the adolescent has of dealing with emotions (item 60). Clinical work includes the developing of an attitude of reflection over the problems once the therapist presents a different perspective over an experience (item 80) and questions the views of the adolescent (item 99), working to make sense of their experience (item 09). Self-image is a point of discussion (item 35), as well as current emotional states (item 96), such as romantic love (item 64) and the impact of young people’s behavior on others (item 69).

Analyzing the most relevant items of the psychoanalytic psychotherapy prototype in relation to the studies by Bychkova et al. (2011) and Calderon (2014) we can observe important convergence areas when assessing the participant therapists. In this study, among the ten most relevant items of the psychoanalytic psychotherapy prototype, seven are within the most characteristic items of psychoanalysis with adolescents that were identified by Bychkova et al. (2011). The items focusing on transference aspects were not assessed in the top ten, although they were present in the prototype. Below is a table with the average rating of the five most and least characteristic items of the prototype and their factor loadings contribution for the prototype.

Analyzing the most relevant or characteristic items of the adolescence cognitive-behavioral psychotherapy prototype pointed to the following understanding of the therapeutic action: there is attention regarding the therapeutic alliance, as the therapist is concerned with the interaction with the patient (item 47), which features mutual understanding of the therapist and the patient about a particular event or feeling (item 38). The therapist chooses to adopt either a problem solving approach with the adolescent (item 82) or a psychoeducational approach (item 33), explaining the reasons behind his technique (item 57). Also if he actively structures the session (item 17), communicates clearly with the adolescent (item 46), considers the emotional state of the adolescent (item 96), challenges absolute beliefs (item 71) and is directly encouraging (item 66) especially to reflect on their inner emotions, their behavior and that of others (items 97, 85 and 86). There are discussions at the session on specific activities for the adolescent to try outside the session (item 49) and treatment goals (item 04), and is characteristic to discuss material from previous sessions (item 56). Similarly to previous studies, the cognitive and relevant items of the prototype describe the technical aspects of a cognitive-behavioral approach with emphasis on working on the patient’s belief system and the therapist’s psychoeducational

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>More characteristic</th>
<th>M(SD)</th>
<th>Load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Therapist pays attention to young person’s feelings about breaks, interruptions or endings in therapy</td>
<td>8.2(0.63)</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Therapist presents an experience or event from a different perspective</td>
<td>8.1(0.56)</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Young person’s dreams or fantasies are discussed</td>
<td>7.6(1.07)</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Therapist remains thoughtful when faced with young person’s strong affect or impulses</td>
<td>8.4(0.51)</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Therapist draws attention to feelings regarded by young person as unacceptable</td>
<td>7.8(0.78)</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Less characteristic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Therapist is directly reassuring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Therapist explicitly reflects on own behaviour, words or feelings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Therapist adopts a psychoeducational stance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>Therapist reveals emotional responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Therapist self-discloses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Items more/less characteristic — psychoanalytic prototype
posture (Bychkova et al., 2011, Calderón, 2014). Below is a table with the average rating of the most and least characteristic 5 items of the prototype and the factor loadings contribution for the prototype.

One can observe that the development of prototypes of psychoanalytic psychotherapy and cognitive behavioral therapy indicated that the APQ instrument has discriminatory capability of the standards of the therapeutic action of the investigated approaches, evidenced by the factors identified by factorial data analysis. This capability can be further verified by the prominent strategies in each of the prototypes which are based on the theoretical assumptions of each approach. Accordingly, the instrument content validity was also confirmed. In the psychoanalytic prototype the attention to defenses, fantasies, repetitive patterns in interactions and strategies of reflection over problems was emphasized, sustained on an attitude of neutrality. In turn, the cognitive behavioral prototype highlighted a more structured approach, opting for psychoeducational interventions, outlining tasks and directly confronting the issues. The concern with developing a therapeutic alliance is present in the two models, an important issue with teenagers who are more subject to abandoning the treatment too early.

**Final Considerations**

Encouraging the development of a systematic research in psychotherapy is an important step in the clinical improvement of psychotherapy work in all theoretical approaches. In this paper, we focus on the interest of developing psychoanalytic researches, specifically aimed at the adolescent age group. To this end, we present the Adolescent Psychotherapy Q-Set (APQ), including the adaptation of the Brazilian version of the instrument, first considering the process of translation and adaptation, followed by preparation of the psychotherapeutic treatment prototypes for adolescents in both psychoanalytic and cognitive-behavioral approaches.

Based on the results of these two steps, we observed that the APQ instrument significantly delimited ideal models of psychotherapeutic treatment in the two approaches investigated, pointing to the characteristics in each of them in relation to the therapist’s action strategies, the contribution of the patient and the interaction between them. Thus, it was possible to establish psychometric criteria that indicate the instrument’s ability to discriminate the ingredients of the therapeutic action of the investigated approaches. This feature allows the development of studies of adhesion to the models, as well as identification of elements of the therapeutic process over the sessions, be it short or long term psychotherapy.

This work intends to collaborate with the expansion of the researches in psychotherapy, particularly towards the study of different interventions and diagnostics. It is also important to stress out it’s importance to the development of further researches that are aimed at developing other prototypes and comparative studies of prototypes, for example, comparing professionals.
with higher and lower clinical experience with the working techniques.
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